Book It!
Order Harvard’s Evening Van Service Online!

*Book It!* from 7pm-2:30am, no advance reservations available.

1. Click the Blue Rider 🚶‍♂️ in the TransLoc Rider App, visit eveningvan.transportation.harvard.edu, or scan the QR code below.

2. Select Pickup Location

3. Select Drop Off Location

4. Select # of Passengers
   
   *Group members going to different drop off points need to book separately.*

5. Confirm Trip
   
   *We’ll text when the van is on its way! Please be at the pickup location when you’re notified.*

Visit transportation.harvard.edu for step-by-step instructions.

Contact Us:
617-495-0400
shuttle@harvard.edu
transportation.harvard.edu
Please Remember...

- Vans operate 7pm to 3am, 7 days a week, during the academic year.
- Advanced arrangements are not available and last call is 2:30am.
- The map below highlights our service area.
- When the van is en route, you will receive our SMS text, so please be ready at the pickup location. Make note of the van number on the text before you board your van to make sure you are on the right vehicle.
- You may receive an additional SMS text if the driver does not see you.

Our fixed route shuttles can often provide faster and more convenient Service, so please see shuttle.harvard.edu for real-time shuttle arrivals.